John Javna conference call 6/26/06  50 Simple Things. . . 


Book gives people in all states (red too) simple things to do even when/where there are few people in the group.

We are in the phase where people are trying to make the leap from blogging & reading to doing.

John 2003-2004 spent in Italy. Clear from there that W driving the country to ruin. astonished to find people here divided down the middle. Woke up with horrible emotional hangover the next day (after election).

Title popped into his head—had to write it. Sent viral e-mail to his list asking for ideas and asked them to pass it on asking for more. Plenty of ideas but something missing. 

When an individual goes out and does something there is a sense of isolation. How can one thing that I do matter? Idea of book not just to provide busywork but framework so that people felt they were contributing.

Progressive movement needed strategic goals. That’s what was missing. What do we want to accomplish over the long term?

5 goals never did find an answer to why we didn’t have them. The Right had them in the 70’s. They weren’t in a hurry, took 30 years but they hung in.

Patience is important—long term goals mean just that.  

Strategic Goals: (more info in book)

1. Restoring the progressive voice. In the last 20 years we’ve been getting quieter and quieter while the righties have gotten noisier and noisier

2. Reclaim Patriotism. We’ve been reactive which means we’ve lost already. 
give yourself a sense of patriotism so that you can exude it. 

3. Preserving a Healthy community. This is what the radical right does not want. Everything we do that supports a pluralistic society makes us and it stronger.

4. Build a united movement. A movement takes a lot of coordination and energy. That’s what the Roots Project is about.

5 Restore the balance of power. Got to have a strong center to have a strong country. Center has moved so far to the right, the balance is gone. The right has what they want. It’s up to us to change that.

Whatever we do has to have the larger strategic goals in mind.

When people start talking about liberals or progressives in a derogatory way, we let them because we don’t know our own history. Election system had  primaries until progressives started them; child labor laws, social security, etc.

Moyers speech at take back america a year or two ago. (don’t have the full quote, this is sort of what he was saying. Can we get the actual quote from John?)

Ideas have power ideas need legs . . . all were launched as citizens movements democracy doesn’t work with out citizen action. We have to stand up for what’s right an good. 

Sari—aren’t we in a hurry?  ans.  yes, but we can’t believe we have to have all of the results right now. We have to keep on building. Each individual action must be completed and each will have impact and consequences. Movements start with committed individuals and others join up.

How to communicate it— we have to go online and learn the history of the progressive movement. When we learn it we will pass it on to other people.

RevDeb— website what will it be, more interactive? ans.   Lots of work yet to be done and inviting our input.

Edri—looking at site some is there.

Jen— how do we take a step back and fight back?  More on reframing the arguments. ans. George Lakoff saya don’t accept their argument from the  top. Know your own values, be clear about them and frame your own answers. Ann Coulter as rodeo clown her aim is to get you pissed off and off balance. Look at the shiny object over there.

What is it that you want to say? Not what she wants to try to get you to say.

What we believe in we believe so strongly that we don’t clue into that they don’t believe in the original construct. Pick the words that you want to use. Say what you want to say.

What do we do about media?  in the book— be a watchdog and use Media Matters. Pay attention to local papers and radio. If you have problems with what they say— contact them. Find your own alternative experts who will give expert info.

Pach— so may in isolation, how important is it for people taking individual action let their peers know what they are doing. ans. people write to the editor and community knows about it. If you are doing things that make you feel isolated important to connect. It would be great to have a forum were people can share what they are doing and learn from the experience and reinforce one another. Web sites will help. (Roots)

Kelly from NYC- Has called the NYT and reporters and assistant editors etc. when angry enough. Do call. Don’t give up.

Many friends who are progressive, they complain but don’t do anything. How to engage them?  ans. pick something simple. Cant have a movement until people can integrate who they are with what they do. 

Media again—working with the Crawford Peace House. Press people have no idea how to find local peace groups—they’ve been calling Crawford. 

Present ourselves as rational and reasonable and we have more power.

Edri—LTE’s most papers spell out their restrictions, ex. won’t publish something that has been published anywhere else, even Daily Kos etc. Play by their rules.

Edri— Language— we’re using the word progressive, but no one knows what it means. 

Best thing we can do is be very clear about what we mean by it. American Prospect has a take on it Pach will get to us (Pach:  I can't recommend this enough.  It's a bit lengthy because it's well research on polling, not just another person's favorite frame.  It's well worth the read, with much highlighting and underlining.  Highly recommended.  Once people think it's cool to be progressive, we are showing real momentum as a movement.  Even if they are not very politically sharp, everyone has to start somewhere, and once they want to learn more, they can be educated.  By the same token, we can "educate" faithless politicians who might want to hijack the label, as we have Joe Leiberman).  We want to generate a buzz so that people will want to be us.  We can’t stop others from defining it but we need to be clear ourselves.

Jen—What do you think about targeting more moderate voting lists? ans. book is talking to our audience not those in the middle. We need to activate our base period. Political pros are the ones to answer the rest.

Mary in WA— likes that this is a long term methodology. We are teaching our children who we are and what  we want our country to look like we need to be acting it today. ans. importance of city councils, Y’s etc, we are strengthening institutions that we believe in. If we don’t do that, the right will take them over and make them in their own image.
 
John never thought of joining local Y as a political act until he saw that megachurches  in new exurbs are the ones that are offering all of the activity institutions which come with their “Message” and the pluralistic groups aren’t establishing them. We have to step in and provide that pluralistic infrastructure and support it.


Proliferation of many web sites trying the same thing— let it grow! 

